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ABSTRACT
High throughput and fairness consist two desirable prop-
erties when scheduling tra!c in an Input-Queued crossbar
switch. Unfortunately, these two goals are conflicting which
makes the job of most scheduling algorithms that want to
achieve both hard. Here, we investigate the trade o"s be-
tween throughput and fairness for iSLIP, one of the most
well-studied algorithms introduced in [4]. We study iSLIP’s
behavior under several tra!c patterns both for persistent
and for Bernoulli arrivals and compare its throughput to
the throughput achieved by a maximum matching algorithm
which is less e!cient and completely ignores fairness. We
conclude that iSLIP’s superiority in fairness comes with only
a minor degradation of throughput. Hence iSLIP seems to
achieve a great balance between performance, throughput
and fairness.

1. INTRODUCTION
Input-Queued (IQ) switches are massively used in network

design. The central problem in designing an input-queued
switch is the scheduling algorithm that decides which pack-
ets should be transfered from input ports to output ports
in a given time slot. Iterative algorithms consist a very im-
portant class of IQ switches’ scheduling algorithms because
they can achieve very good performance due to pipelining.

The main properties desired by a good scheduling algo-
rithm are high throughput, starvation-freeness, speed and
simplicity. In this project we study one of the most cel-
ebrated iterative scheduling algorithms, iSLIP, and try to
investigate how iSLIP balances these properties. Our goal
is to analyze its performance in several di"erent scenarios
and get a deeper understanding of its characteristics.

The central question in this work is how iSLIP manages to
balance the requirements for high fairness and high through-
put. We also study the following two questions:
1. How are throughput and/or fairness a"ected by the num-

ber of iterations per round?

2. How does iSLIP’s behavior change with di"erent kinds of
tra!c (uniform, skewed etc). In particular, how sensi-
tive is the throughput achieved by iSLIP in several tra!c
patterns?

We use the standard definition for measuring through-
put as well as the Max-Min and Absolute fairness definition
for measuring fairness. We also consider several di"erent
tra!c patterns for both persistent tra!c and Bernoulli ar-
rivals. We measure iSLIP’s throughput for various tra!c
and for variable load and compare it with the throughput

achieved by a maximum matching algorithm. The through-
put achieved by iSLIP is very close to the one achieved by the
maximum matching algorithm even though the latter incurs
a much higher overhead (in order to compute the maximum
matching) and completely ignores fairness.

Several tra!c patterns are also tried for measuring fair-
ness. We measure fairness in two ways: the Max-Min defi-
nition takes into account the specific tra!c pattern whereas
the absolute fairness definition only considers the ratio be-
tween the rates of the most served and the least served
queue and is completely oblivious of the tra!c. Our simu-
lations show that under the Max-Min definition iSLIP per-
forms fairly well for most of the tra!c patterns. Under the
absolute fairness definition, iSLIP seems to perform rather
poorly for some patters. In all cases, however, there are no
queues starved.

In all experiments it is clear that high throughput usually
comes at the cost of lower fairness and vice versa. Still,
iSLIP, even if its parameters (number of iterations per round
and number of iteration after which no pointers are updated)
are fixed regardless of the pattern, manages to combine well
characteristics (high throughput and fairness).
Roadmap: We start by giving an overview of the iSLIP
algorithm and some definitions for measuring fairness and
throughput in IQ switches in section 2. In section 3 we
give an example of a tra!c pattern in a 2-port switch that
clearly manifests the trade-o" between throughput and fair-
ness. The methodology of our experiments is described in
section 4. We present the results of our experiments along
with some interesting observations in section 5. We conclude
in section 6 giving some suggestions for further exploration.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Overview of iSLIP
iSLIP improves over its predecessor (PIM) by derandom-

izing the way input/output pairs are chosen. It uses extra
state to store one pointer for each input and output port. By
simply modifying the way the grant pointers are updated,
iSLIP achieves major performance improvements over sim-
ple Round Robin Matching (RRM) algorithms. We describe
iSLIP bellow, but we assume that there is equal number N ,
of input and output ports, and we assume throughout the
paper that this is the case.

iSLIP is a scheduling algorithm that, like PIM, has a sep-
arate queue, called Virtual Output Queue (VOQ), for ev-
ery pair of input/output ports. A packet arriving at input
port i that is meant to go to output port j is enqueued in



VOQi,j . Because of the VOQs, iSLIP avoids the problem of
Head Of Line (HOL) blocking. However, unlike PIM, iSLIP
is deterministic algorithm, and roughly it can be seen as a
derandomized version of PIM modulo some subtleties.

The scheduling in iSLIP is done in rounds and the de-
randomization is achieved in round-robin fashion using the
concept of accept and grant pointers. More specifically, each
round consists of several iterations, where an iteration con-
sists of three phases: Request, Grant, and Accept. Every
input port maintains an accept pointer a, and every output
port maintains a grant pointer g. These pointers are used
for resolving the cases when there are multiple packets from
one input port to many output ports, and vice versa.

Initially all the accept pointers are set to the first output
pointer, and all the grant pointers are set to the first input
port. The first iteration in one round of the algorithm then
works as follows. In the Request phase each input port sends
a request for each of its non-empty VOQs to the appropriate
output ports. In the Grant phase, each of the output ports
that received requests in the previous phase sends grant to
the lowest input number that is equal to or higher than its
grant pointer g. Finally, in the Accept phase, if some port
received multiple grants it choses the lowest output port
number that is equal to greater than its accept pointer a.
Now, if an output port O is matched with an input port I,
then the grant pointer of O is incremented to the first input
port greater than I modulo N . Similarly, the accept pointer
of I is incremented to the first output port number greater
than O.

In the following iterations the same phases are repeated
but only for the unmatched input ports in the previous iter-
ations. However, to avoid starvation, unlike the first itera-
tion, at the end of these iterations the accept and the grant
pointers are not incremented.

2.2 Measuring Fairness and Throughput
One of the most important metrics for evaluation of schedul-

ing algorithms is throughput. Intuitively, throughput mea-
sures the level of switch utilization: the greater the through-
put is, the greater the utilization of the switch is. There can
be many di"erent definitions of throughput, but here we con-
sider two, which we believe are appropriate for evaluation of
iSLIP.

Another important metric for evaluation of scheduling al-
gorithms is fairness. This metric measures how “fair” was
the algorithm to the input ports in terms of forwarding their
packets to the output ports. Intuitively, “ideal” fairness
means that the algorithm did not favor any input port. For
the fairness evaluation of iSLIP we are going to consider two
formal definitions of fairness.

The definitions will be given in terms of a number of
rounds R for which iSLIP is run.

Throughput. The most natural measure of throughput
considers the ratio of the number of packets arriving at input
ports to the number of packets that get forwarded to the
output ports. More formal definition is given bellow.

Definition 2.1 (Standard throughput). In the i-th
round, let inputi be the total number of incoming packets to
the input ports, and let outputi be the total number of pack-
ets forwarded to the output ports. The standard throughput

StandardT is defined as follows:

StandardT =

!R
i=1 outputi!R
i=1 inputi

Another measure of throughput can be obtained by mea-
suring, in each round, the number of output ports to which
a packet could have been forwarded, but it was not. More
specifically, in some round we call an output port j, a failed
output port, if there was an input port i with a packet des-
tined for j, but no packet was forwarded to j. Now, if we
count the number of failed ports in each round, in a sense, we
are counting the number of chances that the switch missed
to forward packets. Based on this we derive the following
throughput definition.

Definition 2.2 (Misses-based throughput). In the
i-th round, let missesi be the number of failed output ports,
and let outputi be the total number of packets forwarded to
the output ports. The misses-based throughput, MissesT, is
defined as follows:

MissesT =

!R
i=1 outputi!R

i=1(outputi + missesi)

Fairness. To evaluate the fairness of iSLIP we are going
to follow the approach and fairness definitions presented by
Cavendish, Lajolo, and Liu [2]. They present two definitions
of fairness: absolute fairness, and max-min fairness. In
what follows, let packetsi,j be the total number of packets
forwarded from input port i to output port j throughout all
R rounds.

Definition 2.3 (Absolute fairness). The absolute fair-
ness AbsouluteF is defined as follows:

AbsoluteF =
Min1!i,j!N{packetsi,j}
Max1!i,j!N{packetsi,j}

The closer AbsoluteF is to 1, the better fairness is achieved;
and “ideal” absolute fairness, equal to 1, is achieved only if
equal number of packets was forwarded from each VOQ.
However, notice that absolute fairness only considers the
number of packets forwarded from each VOQ, but it does
not take into consideration the tra!c pattern. For example
assume we have a switch with three input and three output
ports, with the following tra!c patern: there is an edge from
input port 1 to output port 1, and edges from input port 2
and 3 to output port 2. In this case, any reasonable schedul-
ing algorithm, in terms of absolute fairness, will seem biased
towards input port 1; but that is because the output port
1 has only requests from input port 1, whereas the output
port 2 has to serve both input port 2 and 3.

To take into account the tra!c pattern we leverage the
notion of the max-min fair distribution of resources intro-
duced by Bertsekas and Gallager [1]. Based on this notion,
we can define max-min fairness in the context of iSLIP. But,
first we need to define the notion of a serving rate from input
port i to output port j. Intuitively the serving rate repre-
sents the rate at which packets from a specific input port
are forwarded to a specific output port. More formally, the
serving rate ri,j is defined as packetsi,j/R. For a set of serv-
ing rates R = {ri,j |1 ! i, j ! N} we say that it is feasible if
all the rates are non-negative, and the following conditions
are satisfied:



1.
!N

j=1 ri,j " 1, 1 ! i ! N

2.
!N

i=1 ri,j " 1, 1 ! j ! N

These two conditions basically state that at most one
packet per round can be forwarded from each input port,
and at most one packet per round can be forwarded to each
output port. Now we can define a max-min fair set of service
rates.

Definition 2.4 (Max-min fair set). Let R = {ri,j |1 !
i, j ! N} be a set of feasible service rates. The set R is
max-min fair if for any other set of feasible service rates
M = {mi,j |1 ! i, j ! N} it holds: if mi,j > ri,j, for some
i, j, then there are a, b such that ra,b ! ri,j and ma,b < ra,b.

This definition is actually saying that if we try to increase
any rate ri,j from the max-min fair set, then we have to
decrease some other rate, already smaller than ri,j . One
algorithm for finding a max-min fair set of service rates is
the algorithm of progressive filling [3].

Finally, we are ready to give the definition of max-min
fairness.

Definition 2.5 (Max-min fairness). Let R = {ri,j |1 !
i, j ! N} be the max-min fair set, then the max-min fairness
maxminF is defined as follows:

maxminF = Min1!i,j!N

"
packetsi,j

ri,j # R

#

2.3 Traffic Patterns and Generation
In our experiments we consider several types of tra!c in

order to test how iSLIP performs under di"erent tra!c pat-
terns. We consider the tra!c patterns considered in [2]. We
believe that this patterns cover a wide range of real-world
tra!c and give a good idea on how iSLIP does with respect
to fairness and throughput. We measure throughput and
fairness for both persistent and non-persistent tra!c. Per-
sistent tra!c means that all VOQs have at least on packet
at every round and is used to model a switch overload con-
dition. In the non-persistent case, the tra!c that arrives
at the inputs follows the Bernoulli distribution with param-
eter load. This parameter takes a value between 0 and 1
and is basically the probability that during a single round of
execution input i gets a packet (see below for more details
on how tra!c is generated). The six tra!c patterns pre-
sented below are mainly six di"erent ways of how to choose
the destination (output) port. In particular, the patterns
considered are the following (see also Figure 1):

Uniform: For persistent tra!c this means that all VOQs
have at least one packet, that is there is at least one packet at
input i with destination j for each pair (i, j). For Bernoulli
arrivals, when a packet arrives at input i, we choose its desti-
nation randomly and uniformly over the N possible outputs
for all inputs i = 1, ..., N .

Skew: For persistent tra!c, input 1 has a packet for each
output, inputs 2 through N$1 do not have any packets at all
and input N has (at least) one packet for output N . For non
persistent tra!c this translates to choosing the destination
of a packet arriving at input 1 with probability 1/N among
the N possible output ports.

Full-skew: Again input 1 has packets for all outputs (VOQ1,j >
0 %j = 1, ..., N). Also for k = 2 up to N input k has at least
one packet for output k. For Bernoulli arrivals, if a packet
arrives at input 1, the corresponding output is j chosen uni-
formly at random from {1, ..., N} while packets arriving at
input i &= 1 have output port i.

Cycle: Input 1 has packets for all outputs, inputs 2 through
N$2 have no packets at all (VOQi,j = 0%i = 2, ..., N$2 and
j = 1, ..., N) and inputs N $ 1 and N have packets for N .
For non-persistent tra!c the output port of a packet arriving
at input 1 is chosen as in the previous tra!c whereas the
output for packets arriving at N $ 1 and N is chosen to be
N .

Full-cycle: Input 1 has packets for all outputs whereas
inputs 2k and 2k + 1 have packets for output 2k + 1 for k =
1, ..., 'N

2 ( $ 1. For non-persistent tra!c we choose output
port j at random from {1, ..., N} for packets arriving at input
1 and port 2k + 1 for packets arriving at 2k or 2k + 1 for
k = 1, ..., 'N

2 ( $ 1.

S(a,b) : For persistent tra!c input 1 has packets for all
outputs j with j " a. Also inputs i with i " b have packets
for output N . For non-persistent tra!c the output port
of a packet arriving at 1 is chosen uniformly from the set
{a, ..., N} whereas all other inputs that do get a packet have
N as their output port.

Figure 1: The 6 types of tra!c for a switch with 8
input and 8 output ports



3. THROUGHPUT VS. FAIRNESS ANALY-
SIS

Here we are going to look at a tra!c pattern for which
we can give precise analysis for the throughput and fair-
ness. For simplicity and space constraints we are going to
consider only the special case for a switch with two input
and two output ports; however, this pattern can be easily
extended for any even number of input/output ports simply
by replicating this pattern. The tra!c pattern is shown bel-
low (Figure 2), and we assume that the tra!c is of persistent
type.

Figure 2: Skew tra!c pattern for a switch with 2
input and 2 ouput ports.

In the first round iSLIP will serve only VOQ1,1, and the
accept and grant pointers will look like this: a1 = 2, a2 =
1, g1 = 2, and g2 = 1. In the second round only VOQ1,2

will be served, and we have a1 = 1, a2 = 1, g1 = 2, and g2 =
2. Finally, in the third round two queues will be served,
namely VOQ1,1 and VOQ2,2 and the pointers will have the
same values as the ones after the end of the first round.
This means that the subsequent rounds will form a periodic
sequence which consists of rounds 2 and 3 repeating consec-
utively in that order. Therefore, after R rounds (excluding
the first one) the number of forwarded packets will be 3R/2.
However, a scheduler that in each round serves the same
queues, VOQ1,1 and VOQ2,2 can forward 2R packets, which
is actually the best one can do. So, for this tra!c pattern
the throughput of iSLIP is (3R)/(2 · 2R) = 0.75.

For fairness, we note that in two consecutive rounds each
queue is served exactly once. This implies that, overall, after
R rounds each queue will be served equally. Therefore, iSLIP
achieves ideal absolute fairness, i.e. absolute fairness equal
to 1. Let’s see how iSLIP does in terms of max-min fairness.
It’s easy to see that the max-min fair set is { 1

2 , 1
2 , 0, 1

2},
where 0 is the rate for VOQ2,1 since that queue is always
empty. Using the same reasoning as before we derive that
iSLIP serves the queues with the exact same rates given in
the max-min fair set. Hence, iSLIP achieves ideal max-min
fairness equal to 1. However, notice that the scheduler from
before, for which we said that achieves the best possible
throughput, will achieve fairness 0 for both absolute and
max-min fairness; this is because it will never serve VOQ1,2.

This example shows how higher throughput can be achieved
by neglecting fairness, and vice versa. However, although it
seems that iSLIP prioritizes fairness over throughput, the
achieved throughput is still pretty high.

4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
All our experiments were run on a simulator written in

Python.1 We run simulations for all combinations of the
following:

• Scheduling algorithms: iSLIP, MaximumMatch. iSLIP
is described in Section 2.1. MaximumMatch is a max-
imum matching algorithm between input and output
ports.

– iSLIP parameters: (a) number of iterations per
round, (b) at which iteration to stop updating
the accept and grant pointers.

• Tra!c generation: Bernoulli, Persistent (see Section 2.3).

– Bernoulli parameters: load.

• Tra!c patterns: Uniform, Skew, FullSkew, Cycle, Full-
Cycle, S(1,3) (see Section 2.3).

We simulate a switch with 8 input and 8 output ports.
For each of the previous parameters we run 10 simulations,
10000 rounds each, and compute the average and standard
deviation of the measures of throughput and fairness defined
in Section 2.2. Because of space constraints, in the next
section we report only the standard definition of throughput,
and not the misses based one.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Throughput/Fairness vs. Iterations
The first step toward analyzing the performance of iSLIP

is finding the optimal parameters for the algorithm. Two
major parameters of iSLIP are the number of iterations per
round as well as the number of iteration after which we stop
updating the grant and the access pointers. In [4], it was
suggested that only 2 iterations per round are su!cient and
that pointers should be updated only after the first iteration
to avoid starvation phenomena.

Our experiments confirm that this combination achieves
a good balance between throughput and fairness. However,
there are tra!c patterns, in which reducing the number of
iterations to just 1 might be a better trade-o" especially
when fairness is of higher importance than throughput.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the throughput as a function of
the number of iterations for Bernoulli arrivals and persistent
tra!c respectively (and for all 6 tra!c patterns). Not sur-
prisingly, increasing the number of iterations per round can
only improve the overall throughput2. However, the simula-
tion shows that both for persistent tra!c and Bernoulli ar-
rivals, 2 iterations are enough for iSLIP to converge. Hence,
having more than 2 iterations per round does not seem a
good idea especially if one takes into account that each it-
eration incurs extra computational cost to the scheduling
algorithm.

The relationship between iterations and fairness is even
more interesting. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the Absolute

1Source code is available at http://www.cse.ucsd.edu/
~ntrogkan/islip/
2Recall that from iSLIP’s description extra iterations can
only increase the cardinality of the matching and hence by
considering more iterations more and more packets can be
scheduled per round



(a) Throughput as a function of Iterations with Bernoulli
arrivals

(b) Throughput as a function of Iterations with Persistent
Tra!c

Figure 3: Throughput vs Iterations

and the Max Min Fairness respectively as a function of the
number of iterations for persistent tra!c (and for all 6 pat-
terns).

First of all, by the definition of maxminF, it should be
clear that by increasing the number of iterations, we can
only increase maxminF. Indeed, the max-min rates are not
a"ected by the number of iterations whereas packetsi,j can
only increase by doing extra iterations and hence so can
maxminF. However, that is not necessarily true when we
use Absolute Fairness as the measure of fairness. Intuitively
the reason is that by increasing the number of iterations,
the total number of packets forwarded is larger. Depending
on whether the extra packets scheduled favor the queues
that were already su!ciently served or those that were the
bottleneck, min{, 1 ! i, j ! N} and max{, 1 ! i, j ! N}
can diverge even more (in which case AbsoluteF falls toward
0) or come closer to each other (in which case AbsoluteF goes
toward 1).

To make this argument more precise we use a specific ex-
ample. In particular, we consider the Full Cycle pattern for
persistent tra!c and simulate in table 5.1 the first 16 rounds
of execution of iSLIP. For each row the middle and right
columns show which pairs (i, j) (equivalently which VOQi,j)

(a) Absolute Fairness as a function of Iterations with Per-
sistent

(b) Max Min Fairness as a function of Iterations with Per-
sistent Tra!c

Figure 4: Fairness vs Iterations

of input/output where matched during the first and the sec-
ond iteration of iSLIP respectively. It is not hard to see that
after round 9, the configurations start repeating themselves
with period 8 cycles3.

Suppose now that we use a single iteration per round (only
the pairs in the middle column were matched). Then every
8 rounds each of the non-empty VOQs is served exactly once
which means that the overall AbsoluteF equals 1. Consider
now the case where each round consists of two iterations
(both middle and right column). In this case some output
queues such as VOQ2,3 or VOQ4,5 benefit a lot by the second
iteration whereas others (such as VOQ5,5 or VOQ7,7) are not
a"ected at all. Hence now VOQ7,7 is still served only once
during 8 rounds whereas VOQ2,3 is served 6 times. This
yields an AbsoluteF of 1/6 which is in complete agreement
with the simulation results shown in figure 4(a) for Full Cy-
cle.

We have also studied how throughput and fairness is af-

3A simple execution of the algorithm on paper shows that
for example during rounds 8 and 16 not only the same pairs
are matched but also grant and access pointers have the
exact same positions. Hence, since iSLIP is deterministic, it
will repeat itself after this point with period 8.



round 1st iteration 2nd iteration

1 (1,1) (2,3), (4,5), (6,7)
2 (1,2) (2,3), (4,5), (6,7)
3 (1,3) (4,5), (6,7)
4 (1,4), (2,3) (4,5), (6,7)
5 (1,5), (3,3) (6,7)
6 (1,6), (4,5) (2,3), (6,7)
7 (1,7), (5,5) (2,3)
8 (1,8), (6,7) (2,3), (4,5)
9 (1,1), (7,7) (2,3), (4,5)
10 (1,2) (2,3), (4,5), (6,7)
11 (1,3) (4,5), (6,7)
12 (1,4), (2,3) (4,5), (6,7)
13 (1,5), (3,3) (6,7)
14 (1,6), (4,5) (2,3), (6,7)
15 (1,7), (5,5) (2,3)
16 (1,8), (6,7) (2,3), (4,5)

Table 1: The first 16 rounds of execution of iSLIP
for the full Cycle tra!c pattern

fected when we keep updating the grant and access pointers
even after the first iteration of iSLIP. Due to lack of space
we omit the corresponding graphs and analysis. We only
mention here that there are cases where updating the point-
ers after the first iteration might have a dramatic negative
e"ect on the fairness.

Concluding, one should be careful when choosing the num-
ber of iterations per round or the iteration after which grant
and access pointers should no longer get updated. As a
global parameter set, we believe that 2 iterations per round
and update of pointers only after the first iteration is optimal
and this is exactly what we use in our simulations. However,
depending on the application and the tra!c pattern, there
are cases where it might be better to sacrifice some through-
put (by reducing the number of iterations from 2 to 1) in
order to get much better fairness.

5.2 Throughput/Fairness vs. Load
We measured experimentally how tra!c and fairness are

a"ected by the load. Here we present the results for uniform
and skew tra!c, and provide rough theoretical explanation
of the results. We compare iSLIP and the maximum match-
ing algorithm for these types of tra!c in terms of throughput
and fairness. We thought it would be useful to gain some
insight of how does iSLIP compare to the maximum match-
ing algorithm, as an algorithm that achieves the maximum
throughput in one round.

Skew tra!c. The absolute fairness for skew tra!c is shown
in the upper left graph of figure 5. We give a rough analysis
of the results we see in this graph; we specifically focus on
explaining the results for iSLIP, but similar analysis applies
for the maximum matching algorithm as well.

Notice that in the skew tra!c pattern input port N has
only packets for output port N , and most of the time this
pair will be matched, since the first input port is the only
other input port that might have packets for output port
N . But, also the first input port might have packets for
some of the other N $ 1 ports, so even if port N grants the
request of input port 1 it is not sure that the later will accept.

This reasoning implies that the VOQN,N will most likely be
the most served queue, i.e. Max1!i,j!N{packetsi,j} will be
achieved for the VOQN,N .

Again looking at the skew tra!c pattern we see that each
VOQ1,j , 1 ! j ! N $ 1 will be served by iSLIP right-away
because output port j gets only request from the first in-
put port. However, this does not apply to VOQ1,N be-
cause output port N might get request from input port N
as well. In this case the request will be granted based on the
grant pointer of output port N . This intuitively means that
Min1!i,j!N{packetsi,j} will be achieved for VOQ1,N . Now,
based on this insight let’s try to compute a rough approxi-
mation for the absolute fairness.

We have that the probability that both VOQ1,N and VOQN,N ,
are not empty at the same time, is equal to load2/N . This is
because: (1) these two events are independent of each other;
(2) the probability that VOQ1,N is not empty is load/N
and this follows from the way the tra!c is generated; and
(3) similarly the probability that VOQN,N is not empty is
load.

Now, we can assume that when both input port 1 and
input port N send request to output port N , input port
1 will be served. This follows from the fact that in iS-
LIP anytime an input port is served, the grant pointer is
increased by 1 modulo N . But, since VOQN,N is N times
more likely to be non-empty compared to VOQ1,N , the grant
pointer of the output port N will almost always point to 1.
This implies that throughout the entire simulation VOQN,N

will be expected to be served R · load $ R · load2/N =
R · load · (1 $ load/N) times; similarly, VOQ1,N will be ex-
pected to be served R · load/N times. From here we derive
that

AbsoluteF =
R · load/N

R · load · (1$ load/N)

=
1

N $ load

Let’s do a similar, rough, analysis for the throughput. As
before, we assume that when both VOQ1,N and VOQN,N

are non-empty VOQ1,N is served, so in this round only one
packet is forwarded. In all other cases we can assume that
2 · load packets are forwarded. So, for the total number of
packets expected to be forwarded we get:

R · 2 · load$ R · load2/N = R · load · (2$ load/N)

Now the throughput becomes

R · load · (2$ load/N)
R · 2 · load

= 1$ load
2N

The analysis we present here explains our experimental re-
sults shown in figure 5 for the skew tra!c. Namely, from our
analysis and the graphs, we see that as the load increases,
the fairness increases, but the throughput decreases. We also
notice, that iSLIP closely resembles the MaximumMatch
scheduling algorithm in terms of fairness and throughput.
But, what is even more important is that, we see the trade-
o" between fairness and throughput, because the high through-
put for the skew tra!c comes at the price of low fairness.

Uniform tra!c. For the uniform type of tra!c we will
not provide formal analysis, because of time and space con-
straints, and also because the experimental results can be
easily explained just by intuition. For the uniform tra!c



Figure 7: Max-Min Fairness for each tra!c pattern
and persistent tra!c generation.

by definition each VOQ is expected to get the same number
of packets. But, also the iSLIP algorithm is “fair” to ev-
ery queue in the sense that there is nothing explicit in the
algorithm that favors certain VOQ.

The absolute fairness is shown in the lower left graph
of figure 5. From what we said before, it’s expected that
each VOQ be equally served. However, this state of “equi-
librium” is not achieved right away, but after certain number
of rounds which depends mostly on the load. This is why
for small load it seems that the absolute fairness is very low,
although it should be close to 1. We noticed this as we were
increasing the number of rounds per simulation.

Similar reasoning applies for throughput. The only “mys-
tery” there seems to be that the throughput decreases as
the load gets closer to 1. We believe that this is because the
probability of “collisions” (multiple input ports send request
to one output port) increases as the load increases; which
is why even the MaximumMatch algorithm cannot achieve
maximum throughput. And again, although to a much lesser
extent, the trade-o" between fairness and throughput can be
noticed.

5.3 Throughput/Fairness vs. Pattern
Here, for completeness, we present the tra!c/fairness de-

penedency of load for all tra!c patterns. This is shown in
Figure 6 in a more compact form, namely with bar graphs
and all the patterns are shown in a single graph. However,
we do not provide an analysis, as we did in the previous
subsection. Nevertheless, we do notice that the tra!c vs.
fairness trade o" is present for all tra!c patterns.

Another interesting thing that can be seen in Figure 6
is that except for uniform tra!c the absolute fairness that
iSLIP achieves is not very good. But, in Figure 7 we show
how iSLIP does in terms of max-min fairness, which is much
better compared to absolute fairness.

We cannot directly compare the results from these two
figures, since one of them is for Bernouli tra!c and the other
one is for persistent. But, we do believe that the results in
Figure 7 are more relevant in terms of fairness, because as we
said in section 2.2, max-min fairness depends on the tra!c
pattern, while absolute fairness does not.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed the performance of iSLIP scheduling algo-

rithm in Input-Queue switches with respect to two very im-
portant characteristics, namely throughput and fairness. We
conclude that iSLIP, as currently suggested for use, achieves
fairness by only slightly reducing throughput. For applica-
tions where one characteristic is of much higher importance
than the other, the parameters should be revised to favor
the important characteristic.

Regarding further research, one interesting direction would
be to modify iSLIP so that it changes dynamically the num-
ber of iterations per round depending on the observed tra!c
pattern. One other direction could be to modify iSLIP so
that it becomes e!cient for switches with larger number of
ports. For standard iSLIP, storage becomes a big issue when
the number of ports gets larger than 128 since the number
of Virtual Output Queues is quadratic to the number of the
ports. One could possibly reduce the storage requirements
(keep O(n log n) queues instead of O(N2)) at the cost of
achieving worse balances between fairness and throughput.

From the theoretical perspective, it would be nice to have
a tighter analysis of the throughput/fairness trade-o". In
particular, proving lower bounds of fairness or throughput
for various tra!c would imply interesting QoS guarantees.
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Figure 5: Throughput and fairness as a function of load, for Bernoulli arrivals. The two upper graphs are for
the skew tra!c pattern, while the other two graphs are for the uniform tra!c pattern.



Figure 6: Throughput and Absolute Fairness for each tra!c pattern and di"erent load.


